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IF@IS H OB 
High school goes by so fast and nobody looks to see where the time has gone. 

I Humphreys High has proven that to be true. Founded in 2013, as Humphrey Middle/ 
High School the school became the home to approximately 350 students. However, in 
the fall of 2016 the school split and became two separate schools. This year's theme, 
| "Pause for the Moment", is a reminder to our students that these years are crucial, and 
important for them to enjoy and embrace the challenges that come during high school, 
as well as celebrating the many accomplishments along the way. Whether you're the 
studious, an athlete, a gamer, an artist, or all in one, Humphrey's high school supports 
and embraces all. The goal of the yearbook staff was to capture many of the wonderful 

Imemories throughout the year. It is our hope that as years pass you will look back at 
this yearbook and reflect on the amazing times you had at Humphreys High School in 
2016-2017. _ nnra rv C-N, <3 

as blaclchawks 





The students at HHS are the 
proudest in all of DODEA. They 
truly exemplify what it means to 

be a Humphreys Blackhawk. 
Perpetually educating, engaging, 
and empowering one another to 

succeed in a dynamic and 
competitive world. 

Student Life 

"Coming together is just the 
beginning, keeping together is 
progress, working together is a 

sucess." 
-Henry Ford 



•i, Vw.V-Tln^MetBc K&reu n market 
^ene&nipa;sses the busy life-

Iiu m ph reps students 
-experience on and off cam pus. 

Located in Youngsan is th 
historical Korean War 

Memorial. It exhibits 10 
thousand displays and around 
33 thousand artifacts from the 

Korean war. 
Be you r own palace,or 
the world tfpgrmr jml. 
John Donne 

Studen t  L i f e  

Daytime Lifestyle in 
South Korea 

From the Homecoming Parade to the last pep rally of the 
year, Humphreys goes all out with their school spirit. Students 

from different classes participate in the many events the 
Student Government members worked so hard to organize. 
Every student leaves a piece of them behind from the floats 

they built in October to the recognition of them participating 
in the seasonal sports of the year. Outside of school, students 
can be seen taken in the sights ranging from Pyeongtaek to 

Seoul, tasting the local delicacies and participating in 
festivals. There is no better place to create memories to look 

back on. 

Korean spices, herbs 
and sprouts at the 

local market 

The hustle and 
bustle of 
beautiful 

Itaewon which 
is located right 
outside of the 

Yongsan Army 
Base in Seoul. 
This area is 
famous for 

great shopping 
and 

international 
cuisine from 
around the 

world. 

Dried pollock Gimbop 
soup 



Student Life m 
HUMPBSEYS GETS FIMJ 

Freshman represent their 
class's float by wearing 
togas and carrying 
coloful flowers. Way to 
show school spirit! 

Freshman 

Cheerleaders help lead 
the school in throwing 
candy to elementary 
schoolers. 

Cheerleaders 

Choir Sings Out 
To choir member, Isabelle Ellesworth 
(12) and Megan Musick (11) chat up 
at the Homecoming game after 
singing the National Anthem. 

Underclassmen Show Your Spirit 
Ninth and tenth graders react to the 

different competitions each class is 
vying to dominate. 

As the music blares 
through the speakers, our 
MCs get us hyped for the 
events of the day! 
Humphresy pep rallies 
helped us, as students, share 
memories together as a 
school. Friendly competition 
helped bond us together as 
Blackhawks. We competed 
in various competitions to 
find out WHICH CLASS HAD 
THE MOST SPIRIT! From the 
tug-of-war to bottle flipping 
contest to basketball knock
out our pep rallies this year 
were legendary. With two 
pep rallies to prepare for this 
year, our Student 
Government members work 
hard each day to give us 
what we want each and 
every time. 

We got spirit! 
Yes We do! 
We got spirit! 
How 'bout 

The Cross Country team 
shows of f their impressive 
team shirts as they strut 
down the street in the 
parade. 

Cross Country Team Beginning and Advance 
Band 

Mrs. Wall's band students 
are working hard to jazz 
up the parade by playing 
their hard worked music. 
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*7he day of th e big 
game against Seoul 
American has arroved, 
and to celebrate and 
prepare students 
participate in the fall 
pep rally. Competitions 
set up by the semior 
class between the 
grades was warm-up 
for the big completion 
that night. Games 
such as the trendy 
water bottle flipping 
challenge and the 
classic tug-of-war got 
the entire student body 
to stand up and cheer. 

Let's Get a Little Bit Rowdy 
MC Tim Ward works to 
hype up the crowd by 
introducing the 
cheerleading and 
foorball teams. 



J 2 Student. Life 

The Changing 
of the Guards 
The reenactment of the Changing of the 
Guards at the Gyeongbokgung Palace is a 
traditional festival to show the once 
prominent royal guards guarding the Palace 
for the Kings and Queens in the Joseon 
Dynasty. Tourist can come and see the 
festival that shows the traditional Korean 
weapons and instruments in ancient times. 

"Living in Korea for the past 
four years has really sho wn 

me how close knit this 
culture really is. I will 

definitely miss the food, 
trends, and prices!" 

Capri Leschber 

"Hanbok"(also called 
"joseonot") is a 
collective term for 
traditional Korean 

clothing. Though there have been slight 
changes in hanbok over time in terms of 
material, preferred colors, and the length of 
the skirt or jacket, the hanbok's basic format 
has more or less remained the same for the 
past 1,600 years. 

ViWWWVSS' 

Student Life 13 

Nightlife 

In South Korea, nighttime is 
were all the magic happens. 
From Seoul, were all the lights 
reflect onto the Han River and 
create a beautiful show of 
colors and images, to 
Pyeongtaek, were can walk to 
streets and find delicious foods, 
festivals and shops. Individuals 
can enjoy all of this and more 
just to capture the moments 
that they will look back on 
forever. 

"Myeongdong is 
the place to be! 
Best street food, 
best shopping, 
and best cafes!" 

-Lorenzo Cordero 

mwrnm 
®§liss mmM 

Sight seeing in downtown Seoul 
Typical crowded streets 

Insadong, Seoul! 
So pretty in the daytime and 
alive in the night. Insadong is 
another great place to go in 
Seoul to experience shopping, 
food, and traditional korean 
culture. 

Cherry blossoms are in bloom early to mid-April 

Lantern Festival in Seoul - November 2016 
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The Homecoming Parade particpate in the many 
and the Pep Rally are just fun and exciting 
a few of the great activities . 
traditions that were started 
since the conception of Humphreys Highschool 
Humphrey's High school, has a diverse student 
Throughout the week, population with unique 
students participate in and stimulanting 
dressing up for different personalities that often do 
spirit days. not have the chance to 

meet up during the 
The Freshman organize average school day, 
the parade, the However, during 
sophomores are in charge Homecoming Week, the 
of the powder puff game, student body and staff 
and the juniors assemble celebrate their Blackhawk 
the bonfire, and the seniors spirit!!! 
organize the Pep Rally. 
During Homecoming all 
students have a chance to 
get involved and 

The Big Game 

The Homecoming game is the 
most exciting game of the 
season. The fighting 
Blackhawks focused and 
determined beat their rival, 
Seoul American Highschool., 
for the ultimate win!! 

HOMECOMING 
PARADE 

The Junior class helps to ingnite the Blackhawk spirit by 
creating a bonfire and tasty treats to be enjoyed by all. 

Senior Class 

The cutest 
Blackhawks fans 

come from 
Humphreys Central 
Elementery School. 

The kids were almost 
as excited to be out of 

class as the high 
school students. 

Sophmore Clas 

Elementry 

The Freshmen and Sophmore class showing 
their Blackhawk spirit with creative banners. 

The Sophomore theme was Superheroes, while 
the Freshmen mixed Alice in Wonderland and 

Olympus together for an interesting, and 
unusual mix. 

Freshaman Class 

The senior class, 
last of the 90's 

babies and the first 
4 year graduating 

class of 
Humphreys High 

School. Their 
parade theme was 

Toys Story. 

Junior Class 

The Junior Class 
parade theme was 
Pixar. Becoming 
their inner Dory 
they "just kept 
swimming" 
throughout 
Homecoming to 
the end of the 
school year. 

Even though, this 
was the year that 
Humphreys middle 
High School 
became HHS the 
middle schoolers 
are still a part of 
the Blackhawks 
family. 

Middle School students 

The Tennis team 
showing their Black 

and Gold spirit during 
The Homecoming 

Parade. 

The Tennis 

Causing a 



Humphreys students and 
teachers know about the lasting 
impact education has on an 
individual. The Academic 
section is where you will see how 
the student body excel in 
different learning strategies in 
every course. Taking a variety of 
courses ranging from Chemistry 
and Algebra to Digital Media 
and Gaming everyone pushes 
towards their highest potential to 
succeed. 

-Academics 

There is no shortcut to 
learning 

-Korean Proverb 



Academics 

Foreign 
Language 
"Learning another language is 
like becoming another person." 

-Haruki Murakami 

Korean Class 
Where students have a opportunity to 
learn about Korean culture, traditions 

and language with the energentice 
Korean teacher, Mrs. Choe 

Learning New Languages 
and Exploring Their Cultures 

Chinese Class 
Where students learn the culture and 

language of China from Mr. Lower, who 
is said to be, "The Most Chill Teacher." 

19 

English Is Good! All The Time! 
flP Literature// 

1.Tenth grade English students listen closely while Ms Pitts 
actively lectures on literature and the english language 
that accompanies the writing. 

TOP: Korean Language students in Ms. Choe's class. 
LEFT: AP Lit 
RIGHT: Ms. Davis can never help herself from jumping 
into class discussions and presenting her own theories 

Perspectives// 
Student opinions on worth ethic 

36% 
14% 

21% 

9% 

22% 

AP Literature// 
These college level 

are more than 
worth the rigor. The 
major cause for this 

that Ms. Davis's 
classes become the 

of your now-
transfigured school 

day. 

Citations 

2. AP English Literature students talking about Hamlet in a 
class discussion led by Tim Ward 



Academics 

Superior Science! 
There is a science course offered at 
Humphreys for every student's interest. 
Chemistry, biology, physics, and 
envornmental sciences are some of the basic 
classes offered. In chemistry, students are 
able to take AP courses, where they deal 
with extensive labs and hands-on-learning. 
Biology teaches students the fundamentals 
of life throughout the course. Physics gets 
students excited as they learn about 
fascinating things such as the pendulum and 
application of forces such as gravity. 
Enviornmental science raises student's 
awareness for their world. Many things are 
covered in this course, from biomes to 
social sciences and economics. 

The Challenges of Chemistry 

Mr. Oliver reviewing the 
process of balancing equations 
using scienctific measures in 

Tina and Tim 
in AP Env.Sci. 

Egypt and Nya 
in the Science Lab 

"Somewhere, 
something 

incredible is 
waiting 

to be known." 

- Carl Sagan 

* "Nothing 
in life is to be 

feared, it is only to 
be understood. 

Now is the time to 
understand more, 

so that we may 
fear less." 

- Marie Curie 

"Never 
memorize 
something 

that you can 
look up." 

- Albert 
Einstein 

Magnificent Math! 
Humphreys offers classes in math from redemial to advanced 
placement. The school uses a program called flipped math to 
teach the courses. Flipped math is a course tbat allows 
students to learn at their own pace by rewatching material. 
The biggest downside of the videos is the unbearable puns. 

"I like to move 
among painters, 

mathematicians, 
psychologists, 

people who can 
tell me something." 
- George Woodcock 

* 
"But in my 

opinion, all things 
in nature 

occur 
mathematically." 

- Rene 
Descartes 

"Since the 
mathematicians 
have invaded the 

theory of 
relativity I do 

not understand it 
myself 

anymore." 
- Albert 
Einstein 

* 
"Mathematics 

is the art of 
explanation." 

- Paul 
Lockhart 

"Mathematics 
is the 

handwriting on 
the human 

consciousness of 
the very Spirit of 

Life itself." 

- Claude 
Fayette Bragdon 



Physical Education 

Testing Your Limits, 
Pushing You to Succeed, 

and Learning New Activities 
Physcial Education has become an 

important addition to student life and 
self-image, inside and outside of school. 

Gym and Health classes are teaching 
new ways for students to eat right and 

make healthier life choices. Running the 
Pacer test and participating in sports like 

basketball, hockey and others are 
helping student in more ways than they 
imagine, now and well into the future. 

Thomas Catalano 
Gage Schroeder 
Nick White 

Gage Schroeder 
Ethan Simpson 

Timiri Toney 
Nick White 

Thomas Catalano's jump shot blocked by 
opposing teammember Gage Schroeder 

Jacquez Jackson 
Briana Murray 

Nick White 

Humphreys offers a wide variety of 
history classes, from Advanced Placement 

to honors to regular, with multitudes of 
subcategories such as: United States 
History and Government, along with 

World History and even online courses. 
The online courses are made available 
through Dodea's online campus, which 

allows students to delve into such 
subjects as European History and Art 

History. Throughout the 2016-2017 school 
year, these history classes have put 

together many projects and had a lot of 
fun along the way! 



Ms. Walls conducting the choir 

Choir Singing at their Winter 

Concert 

All of the Choir's hard work 
throughout the first semester is put 
to work during their Spring concert, 
with all members singing loudly and 
clearly. 

We Got the 

Humphreys Advanced 
Choir warming up 
before singing at their 
Spring Concert. 

ADVANCED 
CHOIR 

Rhythm 
Choir class is m ore than just sing ing a couple ot songs. It 

takes dedication and serious teamwork for twenty or more 

kids to come together and sing beautifully. Thanks to alll 

their hard work and continuous improvement the Humphreys 

Advanced choir earned a silver award, at the KAIAC 

Music Competition, just this spring. Ms Wall and all of her 

now and then choir students strongly encourages all students 

to consider joining c hoir, if y ou need a fine arts credit, or an 

elective; this is a mobile and hands on type of class that 

welcomes anyone and everyone. 

"Singing creates Endorphins, and 
Endorphins make you happy." 

-Ms Wall 

Gianna Gray sings her solo 

Tyler Ccchran and Darryle Young, the 
only male choir members, singing 
baritone, while April as tenor backs 
up their voices. 

Megan and Tyler sing then 
duet solo to start off the 
beginning of the piece. 

Tiaon Rucker 
with her 
typical pair of 
classy shades, 
while she and 
her tenor 
saxophone 
play their solo 
piece. 

Keeping the Beet! 
All s tudents participating in J azz Band go to extraordinary 

lengths to play their instruments and make the musical magic 

happen. With the class being held as a zero hour course, before 

the first period of the day even begins, taking this course means 

that students are willing to take seven courses instead of the 

required six. 

"Jazz is music, music is life." 
-Jacob Corsaro 

JAZZ 
BAND 

Clarinet Section 
The entire 
clarinet 
section is 
completely 
absorbed in 
their music as 
they 
concentrate 
on playing 
every note 
exactly how it 
written to be 
played. 



Composition 

Lighting/ Shadows 

Candid Shots 

Destiny 
Peralta, 
focusing her 
camera to take 
the clearest 
picture 

Slow and steady 

Students try to 
take the best 
action shots all 
the while, 
inflicting 
creativity 

More fun 
shots! 

Assignments 

Photography students learned 
about... 

"Say click, take a pic!" 

Guitar 

Hours of playing pays off for Senior Brandon Patterson 
(Left) 

Patience runs thin with underclassmen as they learn 
basic skills in guitar. 

keeping the beat 
This class is filled to the brim with 
different and varied skill levels. 
Students work together and encourage 
eachother to do their best in their 
musical education, regarding this 
classical plucked string instruement. 
Music classes are different from core 
classes in that their promote freedom of 
thought and help improve a student's 
ability to multitask and improve their 
problem solving and creative skills. 
Guitar class is more than just an 
elective to these music makers.. 

Playing Students take their time learning 
how to strum, play the cords, pick, keep 
their rythm/ beat, and read a variety of 
music. 

Mrs. Wall introduces different styles of 
guitar and genres to help students learn 
about the history and concept of playing. 

Focus and patience... 



Academics 28 

The Digital Media Class demonstrates a few outstanding artistic 
drawings, photographs, and sculptures during fine arts night. 

P0» 

Academics 

Garrett Taylor enjoying hands on 
experience with modern 
technology in Digital Media class. 

Digital Media Classroom// 
Mr. Berkhimer carefully 
monitors students progress 
and is always willing to 
answer any questions. 

Digital Media students 
focused and committed to 
learning new techniques. 

Digital 
MEDIA 

Digital Media is a unique 
class that combines many 

important skills for 
students who dream of 
pursuing a career in 

communications or media. 
In the digital information 
age, where computers and 

mobile phones are the norm 
understanding how to 

utilize and process 
technology is essential to 

being able to compete in the 
global market. 

Ra He'tep 
immersed in 

understanding 
the complex 

processes 
involved in 
mastering 

digital media. 



Dinner Time! 
Fancy drinks, table wear and formal.... 
we just hope none of the cadets forgot 

their table manners 

30 Student Life 

Leaders 

JROTC 
Military 
Ball 

JROTC cadets and their 
guests enjoy their dinner 

while celebrating their 
service and leadership 

skills 

Pave the way... 

MSG Loken was the guest speaker 
this year because it was bis last year 
in the JROTC program. His influence 

and dedication was definitely 
apparent to the many cadets in 

attendance. 

1st Lieutenant 
Reina and 2 Seniors 
Orlando and Will 
acted as masters of 
the ceremony for their cadets, and 
showed their appreciation to the staff 
and faculty in attendance. 

f tutorials inspiration 

AVID careers 
. academic scholars 
'guest speakers g 

= potential * ri9°r field trips 
technology x collaboration g study skills p ppr gucsr s pcaKcr* 5 

Advancement Via Individual Determination 
achievement enrichment mhiqh expectations motivation •gccicurations 

success £ * ^ fun g, 
| support advanced 0 

family 

"Look closely at 
the present you 

are 
constructing: 
it should look 
like the future 

you are 
dreaming. 

-Alice 
Walker 

AVID 31 

A VII) Program 
Leads the Way... 

We are very proud of our AVID program 
students at Humphreys High School. In 
order to be a part of AVID, students must 
first apply to the program the previous year. 
Then they must have recommendations 
from faculty in order to be accepted. AVID is 
designed to help students prepare to be 
successful college students. This year they 
started a new tradition. College signing day! 
Their hard work turned into an exciting day 
for everyone, and we can't wait for next 
year's event! | 



o»cai*0* 

Seniors celebrate their 
acceptance to College. 

OWVCH 
Berkeley uwvttsrrr o» caukwu J BlNGHAMTON 

L S 1 V E HQMRD 

Senior Blackhawks state where theyre going to and 
why they chose their Universities. They pose for 
friends and family for a memorable ceremony. This 
was the first year HHS partook in College Signing Day 
and we hope it will take place for future generations. 

32 

FfHTHFlSL 
TO 0UR&-
COLORSi 

The college fair that 
took place at HHS was 
hosted by the AVID 
students. They helped 
create information 
about specific 
Universitites to give 
other Blackhawks more 
information about 
college searching. 

With the help of some 
great faculty and 
determineed students, 
posters, brochures and 
bulletins were 
accessible to all 
students participating in 
the college fair! 

33 
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Participating in different activities that 
express yourself and your talents shows 
uniqueness and individuality. The clubs 
and organizations at Humphreys help 
students showcaste their talents and 
showcase creations of memorable projects 
and pursuits that they will look back on 
later in life. In these clubs, such as Student 
Government NHS and Culinary Club, 
students find creative freedom and build 
friendships. Extra curricular activities gives 
students a way to 'escape' from day-to-day 
life of school and surround themselves with 
people owith similar hobbies and interests. 

Clubs and 
Organisations 



^ CI ubs/Orga n izations 

We divide and conquer. One for all and all for one, S2S here 
we come! 

STUDENT 2 STUDENT 
S2S is a club in which veteran students of 

Humphreys help new students intergrate into 
their new enviorment. S2S members are 

responsible for showing new students around 
in the morning, helping them at lunch, and 
hosting new student lunch-ins filled with fun. 

Despite the hectic waves of 
students we'eve received 

from all across the globe, the 
S2S team is still alive! 

37 

^Uie ̂ A)aticnaH ocietif 

is the nation's premier organization established to recognize 
outstanding high school students. More than just an honor roll, 
NHS serves to recognize those students who have demonstrated 
excellence in the areas of scholarship, service, leadership, and 
character. 

They call us the "NERD HERD" but we 
wear our shirts proudly. 

N A T I O N A L  
H O N O R  S O C I ET Y  

"We have at least one too many 
meetings, but communication is 
key with so many members!"-

Denisa Kim (Senior) 

This year we helped put 
together a book drive and 
donated books within our 

community! 

Good grades are a must 
but so is your character 

when being a part of 
such a prestigous club! 

37 



3& Student Council 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
From homecoming, to pep rallies, to the infamous lock-in, Student Government is 
responsible for planning and organizing these fun school events. Student Government 
plans to expand the program and improve Humphreys for years to come with new 
school traditions. From student sections to a Humphreys Pageant, Student 
Government will continue to help the student body thrive and fulfill its full potential. 

The Best Example of L eadership is Leadership by Example 

Homecoming: Student Government members Emily Yang and Devann Harrell 
in front of a backdrop for the 2016 Gatsby themed homecoming. Student 
Government members worked for months planning and prepping for the dance 
The cafeteria was transformed into the roaring '20s with hand-made decorations. 

The Big Donee: Student Government members. Gabriel Nolan and Nathan 
Gillespie, showed up Friday, before the Homecoming Dance, to help set up. Set up 
on Friday had everyone worried; tables weren't closing properly, the floor was 
unclean, and turning the yellow and brown cafeteria into the envisioned wonderland 
seemed nearly impossible. However, with the help of the football team, Humphreys 
Student Government was ready for the dance on the following day. 

Blackhawks Gay- Straight Alliance 39 

Background Information; 
GLSEN's goals are to 

ensure that schools are safe 
for all students by 
eliminating homophobic, 
racist and sexist language 
and behaviors from 
classrooms and hallways in 
order to create a positive 
school environment for all 
students. Humphreys High 
School GSA is a student 
lead organization and has 
several adult advisors to 
provide guidance to the 
students. Students may 
join voluntarily regardless 
of how they identify. 

Humphreys Highschool GSA was founded 
in Januarary 2016 by Dr. Joi Mitchell and a 
group of phenemonal seniors 

Mission: To ensure that all students 
regardless of sexual orientation, gender 
identity and gender expression are fully 
supported in their quest for academic 
excellence and personal achievement. 

Goals: To educate students, staff and the 
community on issues that affect LGBTQ 
youth by providing a series of educational 
seminars and trainings. 
To provide a safe environment that 
promotes academic and personal growth. 
To acknowledge, respect and gain a greater 
understanding of individual's differences. 
To empower LGBTQ students to stand in 
their truth by embracing the total parts 
themselves. 
To advocate guidance for struggling 
students questioning their identity and 
whom may be experiencing emotional 
distress due to various forms of 
harassment. 

ALLIANCE 



Vidbry 
Blackhawks soar above the rest! They are 
the true definition of student athletes, 
maintaining their grades and managing 
their time between activities on and off 
campus, all while participating in 
practives five to six times a week. These 
students represent the school with their 
dedication and make the studentbody 
proud. Sports provide a gataway from the 
sometimes hectic. Coaches of numerous 
sports help shape Humphrey's athletes. The 
Blackhawks soared high against other 
teams at games, Far East tournaments and 
KAIAC. They showed what it truly means to 
be a Blackhawk. 



"They might 
be my friends 
off the field, 
but once they 
step on the 
field, I ain't 
holding back 

Marcus Childs 

THEM US 

0 32 Samsung 
8 27 Daegu 
6 45 Songdo 
0 43 Samsung 
14 17 Daegu-OT 
14 21 Seoul 
Forfeit 0 Edgren 
44 6 Perrv 

Player Recognition 
*Miles Brice 
As my father once told me.. Knowledge is power, 
Ignorance gets you nowhere. 
Miles Brice played RB and OLB. He showed his 
dominance with the run game and showed his 
strengh on Defense. 

Carlos Chris 
Hard work beats talent when talent doesn't 
work hard. 
Carols Chris played TE and DE., always for 
the big man on the field , "A man amongst 

hr* « • 1 
> * at 1 
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Owen 'Thor' Williams 
Don't let anyone tell you, you're not good enough. Take that 
Criticism and make yourself "Great Enough" 
Owen Williams played TE and MLB. He earned the title of 
MVP of the year, he also represented Humphreys in the 
Tomodachi Bowl, in Japan where he was also awarded MVP. 

Tyrell Alexander 
Never let anyone tell you what you can't do. 
Tyrell Alexander played WR and CB, making interceptions, he 
was a important piece to the no FLY ZONE. 

SENIOR 

"Drip " 
-Nate Hellams 

"Football doesn't 
build character. It , 
eliminates the weak 
ones." 
-Trey Schreurs 

"Today I will do what 
others won't, so 
tomorrow I can 
accomplish what 
others can't" 
-Braxton Long 

1. In the huddle, Brice gives 
motivation for the next play. Driving 
the team to march down and score. 

(Far left Picture) 

2. During a game against a Korean 
team, Brice steps back and throws a 

strike to his intended reciever. 

QUOTES 

Hustle! Hit! Never, Quit! 
Blackhawks! 

- Coach Ellliot 

Humphreys Football has truly 
made history, making it all the 
way to the championship game, 
for the first time. After going 
undefeated throughout the 
regular season, it's only going 
to get better, it's only a 
stepping stone to the 
Humphreys Sports Dynasty. 
The drive, motivation, and bond 
that the team had made them 
the Korean Champions. 

Football 

Blackhawk 



ranking 
Overall 

Volleyball is an intense sport that 
requires a lot of heart and hard 
work. The boys team 
demonstrated how much work 
they've done by showing their 
skills on the court. 

"This team is what? So dope! This team is 
what? So dope! This team is S-O-D-With a 
little bit of-O-P-E, S-O-D-Litlle O-P-E. So dope, 
so dope, SO DOPE!" 

44 Sports Boys Volleyball 45 

Boys 
Volleyball 

The Humphrey's Boys Volleyball team had a tremendous season 
this year. Starting out the year with wins against Osan American 
High School and Taejon Christian International School set the 
boys on a path of improvement from previous years. Led by 
captains Timothy Ward and Garrett Taylor this team gave their 
hardwork, sweat, and the occasional tear to make this season 
the best possible. 

"Even though we didn't get as far as we had all 
hoped, 1 am proud of all the effort and dedication 
my teammates put into the season. I hope 
everyone on that team continues to work hard and 
be passionate about volleyball because it will pay 
off." 
- Garrett Taylor (Coach's Award) 

Team Co-Captain 

Shuffle, Shuffle, DIVE! 

Timothy Ward 
jumps to serve an 
Ace to the other 
team. 

"Never doubt 
the potential of 
your team. 
Attitude 

determines altitudes so, mesh 
with your team well." - Timothy 
Ward (MVP and KAIAC All-
Tournament) 

Team Co-Captain 



For the girls of XC their 
endurance comes from training, 
but the good looks are natural. 

Finding 
your 

Footing 

"It doesn't get 
easier, you get 
stronger." 
-Hannah Frances 

Cross Country is one hill of a 
Spo rt. Jacob Corsaro 

Coming a t You Like 
the 20 Bus 

Nathan Gillespie has been running 
since he was a little kid and hasn't 
stopped. In addition to cross country, 
Nathan also runs track with a 4 minute 
50 second mile. 

NATHAN GILLESPIE 

The cross country team was one giant family. From 

climbing up mountains, to sprinting through the 

woods; the cross country team always supported 

eachother. Coach Mundy constantly warned that 

cross country was not for the mentally weak, 

begins not with the feet but with the mind. He 

his runners for being good students and involved at 

Humphreys. Through all the up hill battles the team 

faced, the Mundy's told them to suffer well and try 

harder than their best. Cross country had an 

awesome season and Humphreys should expect 

things for seasons to come. 

Running is an essential 
part to all sports. 
Armstrong used cross 
country to help better 
herself for soccer in the 
spring. In cross country 
Amina never gave up and 
pushed through the pain. 

Even on races when she fell or wasn't feeling good she still 
did her best and didn't stop running. Her determination 
and positive attitude was a great attribute for the cross 
country team and the overall Humphreys school. 
Teachers, classmates, coaches - • 
and teammates all look up to Y\7YtvilCt 
this great Blackhawk. A.y^YYlSt'YO'YhC} 

Sarali Frances is a 
so ph om o re wh om 

Humpli reps should keep 
an eye out for. S he icon 
KAIACs and placed high 

a I F areasl . 
SARAH FRANCES 



Spike 

Tucking your 

body and 

snapping your 

wrist help to 

deliever a 

killer spike on 

the other team. 

T-l-P. TIP! 
Ryan Duncan tips the ball over the Daegu 

Warrioirs defenders. Ryan has improved 

tremendously over the years, and is on her 

way to becoming an amazing volleyball 

SIDE OUT 

arner "Bumb, 
Set, Spike. Then do it all over 
again. Practice makes perfect if 
you wanna win." - Jaedyn Jones 

"Volleyball requires a lot of skill, 
commitment, and time. Without that we 

cannot be successful. Our team this 
year had a lot of skill, and a lot talent, 
and I am proud to have served as their 
captain and teammate." - Dai' Jonnai 
Smith 

- .. , *' JSS5 Block! 
3piK.C» tfeaffiTl'! 11 It Alexandra Serrato attempts a block 

Jayla Home goes up to spike the ball on the |5 jflMpTrff on 'he Daegu Warrior's tip. 

opposing team. !j| \ MB ffi 

Hard work, passion, commitment, and effort are the keys to success. 

"It's not whether you get knocked down, it's 
whether you get up." - Vince Lombardi 

Serve 
A perfect serve 

takes time to 

achieve, but timing 

is everyhtingl 

Set 

To excell as a 

setter always keep 

your eyes on the 

ball, and lead 

your team, nothing 

can happen 

without you. 

Athletes 
in 

Action! 

Dig 
Straight arms and directed shoulders 

can put the ball wherever you want. 

Pass 
Everything starts with a pass, so 

passing is a skill that everyone on the 

court must have for you to be really 

successful. 

Defence 
Blocking and 

always being 

on your toes 
II are some of 

the most 

important skills 
in defence. 



Capri yelling at someone like 
she always is 

Angela looking cute John Ku being a cutie too A clueless offguard of Yeorae. 
YA KNOW THE USUAL 

Nathan eating as usual 

Killer Captains! our 
captains this year were the 
teams three Seniors, Capri 
Leschber, Emily Yang, and 
Yeorae Kim! 

Jlwmcfto LEAD 

Emily Yang 

mphreys 2016 
Tennis Team was one to 
remember! For having 
8/14 players with this 
being their first year 
playing tennis, the 
success of this team 
was remarkable. This 
was a fantastic group of 
hard-working and 
determined athletes. 
They truly gave this 
season their all! Their 
footprint will leave it's 
mark on this schools 
courts for the rest of it's 
time... 

Game Ready! Before every game, the two teams are 
introduced to one another by the coaches and captains, the rules 
are briefly discussed, and we shake hands and begin! 

KAIAC Champions! 
Our girls tennis team won first 
place at KAIAC! With Koreas 
number ONE singles player, 
Emily Yang; The best doubles #1 
team in Korea, Capri and Pauline; 
The best doubles #2 team in 
Korea, Angela and Josephine (not 
pictured)! 

In Action! 
Teige doing his legendary jump 

serve! 

Lefties win too! 
Matthew with his signature left hand 

return! 

Humphreys Tennis Team: 
Front Row (Left to Right) - Josephine 
Goering, Christine Yu, Angela Kim, Capri 
Leschber, Emily Yang, Yeorae Kim. Pauline 
Coronel 
Back Row (Left to Right) - Ms. Choe, 
Chester Mercado, John Ku, Nathan Bae, 
Teige Heickenleible, Phillip Sons*, Matthew 
Whiting, Ji Kim, Mr. Pollock 

Senior, Emily 
went almost the 
whole season 
undefeated, took 
first place in 
KAIAC for singles, 
and was awarded 
MVP! She has been 
playing for about 8 
years. 

Capri Lescber 
Senior, Capri 
Leschber, started 
with little 
experience and 
ended on the top in 
Korea with partner 
Pauline. She was 
known for her 
outstanding net 
play! 

Pauline Coronel 
Freshman, Miss 
Pauline Coronel 
began the season as 
a singles and made 
her way to doubles 
#1 with partner 
Capri. She has been 
playing tennis for 
about 3 years and is 
known for her 
amazing 
groundwork and 
serves! 

Josephine & Angela 
These two Juniors 
really learned to be 
a great team 
throughout the 
season and ended 
up as Korea's #1 
doubles 2 team! 
Josephine has had 2 
years of experience 
and this is Angela's 
f'^t vear! 



Cheerleadin 
Eat. Sleep. Cheer. Repeat. 

(heerleading is more than a sport, it's an attitude! Blackhawk 
cheerleaders are at every football and basketball game with a smile on 

bnvs oor6 , n"'? ,".the,r heart8' ready cheer and pep the 
oys up form the start, ihis year the cheerleaders showed their Black & 

(.old pride and were what the team need come game time. 

"This was the first sport that I actually had to 
get pretty to do." (Sydney Wilson - Junior) 

"What's it like to be 
an HHS cheerleader? 
Although it may look 
like all smiles and hair 
bows, hours a week 
were spent perfecting 
stunts and making half 
time routines flawless. 
At the end of the day, 
"they all became the 
sisters I never had." 

(Timiri Tony - Junior) 

"Cheer is 
great, 
halftime shows 
are greater but 
basing is the 
greatest!" 
(Naomi Harris -
Sophmore) 

"Keep your bows high and 
confidence higher!" (Destiny Peralta -Senior) 



Basketball 
90% mental, 10% physical - Coach Merriwether 

Soar to the Top 

Season 
Standings 

N U? S°l'd if! Dashun„C'ine" P°in» Tyrell Alexander - shooting guard, 
n • I T5 - "T" 'OWard' Jackson " P»wer toward, Jolin Hill -

center, Brice Bulotovich - point guard/shooting guard 

Brice Bulotovich 
(left) 
Dashun Cline 
(bottom) 

"No individual should 
take the blame for a loss 
because no individual 
should get the credit for 
the victory." 
-John Wooden 

LOSS 

SAHS 

TlSS 

DAHS 
OAHS 

This year, the Humphrey's 
boys faced a season much 
different from the year 
prior. From this, each 
individual learned more 
about who they are. Don't 
be fooled, next year will be 
their year. 

WINS 

11 
10 
7 
5 
3 
3 
3 

ICKHRVJK; 
,HRWKS -F • gLflClHUWK 

jLflCKHft\Mns 

0ChShtfl VVKs 

fined mvt>a 

responsibly \ 
-Jackson Taylor 

"Talent wins games but 
teamwork and intelligence 
wins championships" 
- Michael Jordan 

f m w m ' "Tickets are m \ gonna cost 
more next year 
ya'll." 

- Josh Weaver aka 
Weaver Nation 

FAR 
EAST 



OLACKHftWm KHAWK, 

Girls 
Basketball 

"Keep your dreams alive. 
Understand to achieve 

anything requires faith and 
belief in yourself, vision, 
hard work, determination, 
and dedication. Remember 
all things are possible for 

those who believe." 
~ Gail Devers 



HHS wrestlers ended the year in a good 
standing. Throughout the season many 

individuals walked away with many 
impovements and more achievements 

than they recievedg in years prior. 

Peter Teachout medaled 
at Far East this year 

coming in 6th. He was 
awarded most improved 
from the season, and has 
much future potential as 
he is only a freshmen. 

Javin Ohara a returning 
sophmore had another 

great season as well. 

-  > s -••• 
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Even though Imanie 
McDonald was the only 
girl on the team, it didn't 
stop her. Her list of 
achievments includes 
team captain, her first 
pin, first win, and 
coaches award recipient. 
Sounds like a great year 
for Imanie! 

Jonathon Brumfield a 
senior and fellow 

caption on this years 
team, placed 3rd at 

Far East and had one 
of his greatest 
seasons yet! 
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HUMPHREY'S SWIM TEAM AT 
LAST MEET BEFORE Kj\I A C, 

CHAMPIONSHIPS. THIS MEET 
FEATURED THE FARTHEST 

DISTANCES WITH HARD RACES 
LIKE THE 400MIM. 

"Having a small team can be hard 

sometimes, but it makes us closer in the end 

and the relays more fun because we're all 

participating." -Devann Harrell 

I SWIM THE EETOHE M 
Charnise Key, Hannah Diffie, Devann Harrell 
Skylee Laser, Liam Eckles, Jacob Corsaro, KJ 
Johns and Coach Kay Oliver pose before cherry 
blossoms after a meet at Y1SS. 

DFE a THE PA ST L AHE 
At swim meets the difference between winning 
and loosing can be a mere second. There is alway: 
great jov when someone drops time, even if it's .'i 
second. CO-CAPTAINS 

CORSARO AND 
HARRELL 

Swimming, by many accounts, 
is an individual sport. 
However, swimmers will be the 
first to say, "I swim on a team." 
Swimmers will put their own 
agenda on a back burner if they 

The swim team's motivation 
was unmatched. It takes a lot 
of physical effort to swim for 
two hours per practice. It also 
takes a lot of mental effort to 
push yourself the entire tin-
Practice for Humphrey's swim 
team involves out of the pool 
work that swimmers call 
'dryland' and nutritional care. 
One cannot swim their best 
without being healthy. 
Humphrey's swimmers dealt 
with a major issue, the pool 
closed towards the end of the 
season. Despite this setback 
the Humphrey's swim team 
managed to overcome and 
improve their times at 
KAIACS. At KAIACS the swim 
team competed in every stroke 
and every distance. Despite 
having the smallest team, 
Humphreys was still able to win 
awards. After KAIACS 
Humphreys gave out individual 
awards to students including 
most improved and most 
valued player. Charnise Key 
got most improved for females 
and KJ go t most improved for 
males. Devann Harrell and 
Jacob Corsaro were awarded 
most valued swimmer. 

Swim Spirit 
Osan, Seoul American, and 
Humphreys joined together for a cheer 
for the last invitational meet of the 
season. DODEA spirit was truly 
exhibited here. The DODEA swim 
teams are especially amicable together 
because they combined aren't as big as 
the largest international school. At 
swim meets swimmers from different 
teams cheer on each other as everyone 
strives to beat personal bests. Tension 
in the pool may be high, but on the 
sideline everyone is friendly and 
excited to be there. 

Swimmers 
| write down 

I their events on 
I their arms to 
I keep track of 
"when and 
•where to go. 
I Meets are very 
B fast paced; 
• something is 
•always 
•happening. 

HUMPHREYS MADE WAVES 
feel their efforts can better 
serve the team. They train and 
compete for a cause much 
greater than one person and 
emphasize the team accom
plishments with more vigor 
than their actions highlighting 
their personal achievements. 

[Humphreys relaxing in the hot tub 
[before practice 
TEAMWORK 

HIGH 5 
SWIM 

|Getting ready to make a flip turn and 
ifinish the race. 
MOTIVATION 

iFrom when the announcer blows the 
|whistle to get onto the block, to the 
ifinal touch at the wall. Races are 
important from beginning to end. 
SKILL 



Kickin' It 

These girls are the start of 
something that one day 
people will be dying to be a 
part of. 

"The secret is to believe in your 
dreams; in your potential that you 
can be like your star, keep 
searching, keep believing and don't 
lose faith in yourself." - Neymar 

Girl's Soccer 

Score 

"I choose to think of 
our team not by how 
many games we lost, 
but how many times we 
re-tied our cleats, fixed 
our ponytails, and got 
back on that field and 
tried again." Isabella 
Nocera 

Isabella has been playing 
soccer for 10 plus years 
and has been sharing her 
knowledge and love for 
the game with her team all 
four years of high school. 

HANNAH 
Even as a new player 
Hannah has worked hard to 
make her team the best. 

OUR GOAL IS STOPPING YOURS The focus on this 
soccer squad was team building and skill development, with 
an eye to the future. These girls left their hearts on the field 
each game, and battled heartbreak and injury throughout the 
season. This, however, does not define who they are as a 
team. They have been able to rebound and improve from 
every lose and become better soccer players, students, and 
overall people as a result. 

CHRIS 
Even though Chris isn't one 
of the most experienced 
players, she shows up and 
plays to her best everytime. 

As a four year player on the 
girls soccer team, DJ has 
been a leader and a 
motivation for all her 
teammates. Whether a smile 
or frown on her face she 
has wanted the best for her 
team at all times. 

oach Henry has been 
coach for the Humphrey s Girls Soccer 
n for the past two years. Coach Henry 
made the team feel like a family, and 
worked to push these girls to their 
etic limits. 



One Team... 

Moritz Vasquez, M. 
Cassandra Serrato, M. 
Joeseph Roberson 5 
Marcos Vasquez 22 
Raphael Soriano 17 
Miles Rickett 2 
Teige Heckenlaible 7 
Jason Holcombe 19 
Branden Howell 4 
Justin Shin 15 
Rowe Tampus 
Hunter Jacklyn 21 
Justice Cody 16 
Kwanwoo Kim 
Ian Roberson 18 
Christian Johnson 1 
Gerald Canlas 3 
John Ku 9 
Johnathon Houghton 10 
Dillon Rix 13 
Christian Savadre 12 
Chester Mercado 20 
Nathan Bae 27 
Mauro Rondon 28 

BOYS SOCCER 



Baseball Players 
Ethan Torrey 6 

Owen Williams 13 
Brice Bulotovich 2 
Jackson Taylor 28 
Braxton Long 10 
Joshua Waever 19 

Mathew Whitting 18 
Trey Schreurs 9 

Devin Rix 22 
Armoney Johnson 34 
Lorenzo Cordero 21 
Ruben Del Rio 12 

Nathaniel Heliums 1 
Kelton Shriver 7 

Ammon Newell 25 

"No matter how good you are, you're 
going to lose one-third of your games. 
No matter how bad you are you're 
going to win one-third of your games. 
It's the other third that makes the 
difference." 

-Tommy Lasorda Quotes From Players 

Season of 
Pushing each other to be 
great sportsmanship at prchs$ice andctK the 
games. With their hard work, they^cnrr^t5ut of the 
season with some great wins. The team as a 
whole hit the ball hard and put it into play. They 
also ran the bases with increasing speed trying 
to advance on the field as best they could to score. 
They had joyful moments together, building the 
bonds between them that could not be broken 
and helping them over come their obstacles. 
Working together to succeed, was the key to 
making routine plays as a family and as a team. 

"Slump? I aint in no slump, I'm just 
not hitting the ball". - Joshua 
"They give you a round ball and a 
round bat and tell you to hit it 
square". -Jackson 
"I never ran so little in my life" -Brice 
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Coach Clites Coach Williams 
Coach Matt Coach Schreurs 
Coach Taylor Manger Interia 



Softball 
Season of 2017 

"THERE IS N OTHING SOFT 
ABOUT SOFTBALL 

-Anonymous 

"This team never ceases to amaze 
me as well as all of t heir fans. They 
came a long way from where they 
started and I am so proud of my team 
for always working their hardest, 
never giving up and always staying 
positive." - Coach Hartsough 

THE DUGOUT 
"Where new friendships are 
formed, hardship are overcome, 
laughter is shared, 
encouragement is given, and 
memories of a lifetime are 
made." -Anonymous 

"Softball was invented to 
show boys how it's done." 

-Anonymous 

Softball Players 
Naomi Harris 15 

Tyra Harris 8 
Timiri Torrey 21 

Josephine Goering 1 
Kaeleen Castro 12 

Yeorae Kim 3 
Christina Byun 4 
Capri Leschber 13 

Chanel Appleby 9 
Aubrie Brescher 2 
Tamia Clarke 11 

Rebekah Gibson 10 
Kiyah Reynolds 25 

Xyrah-Irish Razon 5 
Megan Simpson 7 

Coach: Haley Hartsough 



SAY CHEESE TEAM! (top left) Miles, 
David, Sydney, Jac, Gio, Kevien, Cullen 
(bottom right) Chris, Sh'Voda, Gage, 
Nathan, Thomas, Lexie 

TRACK AND FIELD 

_• 

push yourself to the limit then 
push again 
-Ryan Duncan 

Jalen Hill 
giving his 
all in the 

400 

Up, up, up and 
away this jumper 
is on his way! 

You got to run 
until you can't 
run no more, 
through wind, 
snow, pain, it's 
worth it when 
your medals 

clank. 
- Jaedyn Jones 

1,2 STEP: Cullen is 
closly by Junior. 

lead followed 



mighty things, to win 
RAIAC Am PAS E AST 

(ROREAN-AMERICAH IHTERSCHOUSTIC ACTIVITIES COHFRREHCE) 

KAIAC is an non- profit 
orginization started in 1995 
that holds competitive events 
in South Korea. Sports such 
as basketball, cheerleading, 
swimming, tennis, and 
volleyball are included in 
this event. Different teams 
go out and compete against 
other DoDEA schools and 
international schools located 
in South Korea. 

PAR PAST is a series of 
competitive events held in 
Asia and Europe that a 
majority of sports that 
DoDEA provides, not 
including swimming, can attend. 
You must qualify to be 
eligible to attend any Far 
East event, which is looked 
on as quite an accomplishment. 

2017 CHAMPIONSHIP results for Girls team 
* 1st place Girls singles 1 : Emily Yang 

* 1st place Girls Doubles 1 : Capri Leschber & Pauline Coronel 
* 1st place Girls Doubles 2 : Josephine Goering & Angela Kim 

* Conference award for boys : Teige Heckenlaible 
* Conference award for Girls : Emily Yang 

Far better is it to dare 

glorious triumphs, 
even though checkered 
by failure... than to 
rank with those poor 
spirits who neither 
enjoy nor suffer much, 
because they live in a 
gray twilight that 
knows not victory 
nor defeat. 

Theodore Roosevelt 



Owen Williams repped 
#80 and HHS for Team 

USA and played his heart 
out! Though the team did 

not win, Williams was 
awarded MVP for the 

team and won a special 
players award! 

High school student-athletes generally play football in the fall, but on the second Sunday of March, fans of 
Americans and Japanese players can expect some solid competition and plenty of after-game camaraderie 

in the latest renewal of a game whose name symbolizes friendship 

The four football players from Humphreys High School that were selected to go to the Tomodachi Bowl 
2017 were Owen Williams, Tyrell, Alexander, Trey Schruers, and Carlos Criss. 

We're very proud of them all! 

i 



olleyball 

Fired Up To WIN!!! BPS 

No Limits. 
No Boundaries. 
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The Cross Country team doing some 
warm ups and stretches before 
running at Seoul Foreign School 

KAIAC at Humphreys and Far East at Misawa 

This season for the Humphrey's 
cheerleaders was an exciting for sure! 

With the football team being 
undeafted all season in Korea, it was 
up to these ladies to keep the crowds 

pumped up! 

The Cross Country team was 
a competitive group. They 
were always racing against 
each other, trying their best 
to to beat each other for 
bragging rights. However, 
they were a close knit group 
as well. They worked well 
together, and were always 
cheering their teammates 
on. 

Some days after school the 
Cross Country team would 
travel take a bus out to Asan 
mountain and run up and 
down the incline. It was a 
painful and physically 
challenging experience that 
the runners handled well. 
Surprisingly, no one quit 
after those hard days. 

Peter Teachout and Javin Ohara Cross Country team happy to survive 
racing towards the finish line a grueling run up Asan Mountain 

H-H-S! We soar above the rest! 
Cross Country is not a soft sport! Assisstant Coach Colton 
and Coach Mundy will not hesitate to dish out push-ups as 
punishment and the dreaded sprints. 

Far east was held at Marine Corps Air Base Iwakuni Japan. The 
Blackhawk cheerleaders walked away from the competition with 
this years spirit stick. Naomi Harris was recognized at Far East 
by being awarded the All American Cheer award. Go Lady 
Blackhawks! 



SWEOTDRIES 
31 OODCL0TS 

"nHEAI; 
&KK FT IP 
PRINCES? 

SWE^TDRIES 
3LOODCLOTS 
3o:'ESHEAi 
"'JCKIT UP 
PRINCES? 

While the rest of the school was cozying up inside during the cold month. Wrestling, 
basketball and swim were on the court, on the mat, and in the pool putting in work. 

A huge crowd showed up to watch 
the action as our Lady Blackhawks 

basketball girls go up against 
Seoul Foreign School! 
GO BLACKHAWKS! 

Swimmers prepare for the 200 M freestyle relay 



"Champions are made 
from something 

they have deep inside 
of them-a desire, a 
dream, a vision." 

-Mahatma Gandhi 

Boy's Basketball 

Proud of their effort, 
proud of their achievements, 

and proud of each other. 

GO BLACKHAWKS!!! 

In the beginning of the season, this was the Girl's team. 
(above) Through many challenges, the team ended with 8 

players during Far East. 

Through injuries, relocations, 
and losing players, our Far East 
Basketball teams stand proud. 

The Best of the Best! 

Girl's Basketball 

Numbers 

Cleopatra Cody 
Kiyah Reynolds 
Naomi Harris 
Tyra Harris 
Jaedyn Jones 
Hayden Orr 
Kaelin Elliott 
DJ Smith 

In a game before Far East 
competition, the Girl's 
Basketball team played 
against the TCIS...sadly they lost 
but all played their heart out. It 
was a very exciting game to watch. 
Don't get too comfortable, TCIS. 
We see you! 

These athletes chosen to attend the D2 Basketball Far East Tournament 
in MC Perry were the top of their team. After passing the qualifying 

hurdles, these young men and women represented our school proudly, 
and we were proud to have them do so! 

i 



Swimminaisa  11 about  Good Times 
I eat chlorine for breakfast 

» *  i. am ! W* m 

HIGH S 
5W1H TEAW 

r  Vr"  ' 

It s not just about 
the laps. It's about 
the perfect dive and 

the countless 
practice ones for 

the solid execution. 
When you're in the 

pool, the only 
enemy is the clock. 

-1 

We came. 
We swam. 

We conquered. 

CAIAC Events HHS in Events 

200 Free 2 
100 Back 2 
50 Breast 3 
100 IM 2 
50 Free 2 
100 Fly 1 
200 Med 2 
ley Relay 
200 IM 0 
50 Fly 0 
100 Free 6 
50 Back 0 
100 Brst 3 
200 Free 2 
Relay 

What makes or breaks a race is the perfect 
dive. Jacob Corsaro demonstrates this at the 
first official meet of the season at YISS. Two 
short months later, KAIACS would be held. 

•< IM 

^— 
DoDEA Pacific Far East Academics and Athletics competitions 
offer American students living abroad an opportunity to 
participate in regional competitions in the same way that 
students 'stateside' would. This improves the quality of life 
and education offered the students of military-attached 
families. The activities are student-centered , meeting at the 
eonelusidir oP^aoh season for arra^nTl^TOliipetilions.' 
conferences and workshops known as Far East events. Far East 
scholastic activities are geared toward building academic 
excellence and creative collaboration among attending 
students from across the Pacific regional district. Far East 
activities are designed to prepare students for college and 
career success in disciplines such as math, engineering, 
science, foreign language, and the visual, performing, and 
culinary arts. We are proud to have been able to qualify lor 
A1 .« va t\ lir\r\n f /v on n f i tl 11 fn tin 



Drama Music 
Whether it's put on a first rate performance for a sedate 
audience in the auditorium, keeping the fans riled up in 
the stands for our sports teams, or just getting up early 
for zero-hour Jazz Band class, our Humphreys music 
students and faculty are top notch! The band and choir 
programs were both honored participants at Far East 
music competition thanks to Mrs. Wall's excellent 
teaching and their hard work and dedication. 
GO BLACKHAWKS! 

This year, Humphreys High School hosted the 
Far East Drama competition. Our students 
performed a short 3-act play based on a true 
story about a baby born with hemophilia. 
Sadly, the boy received a transfusion that had 
been contaminated with the AIDS virus, and 
eventually died from the disease. The play was 
written by his parents, and our students put 
everything they had into the performance. 
There was a not a dry eye in the house. They 
received several standing ovations. Bravo! We 
expect great things from you all in the future! 



1 MIHEAST 
Background: 

Film & Creative Expressions Journalism 

The event took place in 
Tokyo, Japan at Temple 
University and students 

from all across the 
Pacific attended. 

Drawing,watercolor, 
photogrpahy, mixed 

media, and film were all 
the categories 

participants were 
competing in. 

Film students worked 
diligently from dusk to 

dawn with team 
members from various 

schools around the 
Pacific. Humphreys 
receieved multiple 

awards in film, drawing , 
and photography. 

GO BLACKHAWKS! 

A drawing student shows off 
their ticket from the Vincent 
Van Gogh and Gaugin Art 

Museum. 

Drawing student, Denisa 
Kim's artwork which placed 

third in the Far East 
competition. 

Students were able to visit 
the Tokyo Tower and observe 

the sunny scenery after 
hours of hard work. 

IT  W' '  a r > J  i  
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Jr tpv Sightseeing became a norm with drawing and photography 
students as they explored through Japan's subways and ate 

foreign food. 

Roomate bonding in the hotel hallway right before curfew, 
Humphrey's Halie Harris shown. 

EAST 

The event took place in 
Okinawa, Japan at 

Kadena Air Base, home 
of the panthers. Students 

across all of the pacific 
attended, participating in 

numerous daily events 
ranging from Newspaper 

Writing and 
Designing,Broadcasting, 

Editing, Directing, 
Photography, and 

Interviewing. 

Jornalism students worked 
week long daily and nightly 

with team members 
randomly selected across 

the Pacific to try and 
compete to win the best 

award for their competition 
in each of their categories. 

Humphreys recieved 
multiple awards in multiple 

categories, by winners 
Garrett Taylor, Andrew 

Holland, Charnise Key and 
Ra Hetep. 

Humphreys FEJC Award Winners 

1.Garrett's Broadcasting group won second place in Best 
Overall Broadcast, and Silver for Best Director. 
2.Charnise Key and Andrew Holland won first for Overall 
Broadcast. 
3.Ra Hetep won first place for Best Photography Kadena 
Area, first place for Best Newspaper Photography, amd first 
for his group in Overall Best Newspaper. 

Abigail Chipps 
Devann Harrell 
Hanna Diffie 
Halie Harris 

Ra Hetep 
Andrew Holland 

Charnise Key 
Garrett Taylor 

Victoria De Boer 

Andrew Holland 
filming an interview. 



Culinary Arts 

Through the year students have worked on perfecting 
their techniques on a variety of succulent, savory, and 
sweet dishes. Every thing from french toast made from 

their own handmade bread, to sweet and soavry crepes 
and crispy canolis. 

Far East Culinary is a 
great oppurtunity for 
students searching for 
careers and hospatality 
fields. 

Students had to try out 
and make the best dish 
they know how to make. 
They were judged by two 
chefs and were given 
positive and negative 
responses. 

Only four students were 
able to go: Jaylan Home, 
Kamryne Kendrick, 
Mykelle Seymour, and 
Madison White. 

They had the theme 
"Vegan Korean" to show 
how vegan foods can be 
full of Havers. They had 
the help from their 
mentor/teacher Naomi 
Hooks to guide them on 
their adventure. 

Drill has been a key part of 
JROTC progams worldwide. 
Drill requires a large amount of 
dicipline from each individual 
and as a whole group. 

Drill Formation Drill Formation 

FALL IN! The Far East Drill for 
this year was held at Yokota, Air 
Base, Japan 91 



STEMinar 

"This job is a great scientific 
adventure. But it's also a great 

human adventure. Mankind has 
made giant steps forward, 

However, what we know is 
really very, very little compared 
to what we still have to know." 

-Fabiola Gianotti, 
Higgs Boson physicist 

Our STEM clqasses include everything from hands-on 
robotics, to digital media, to gaming tech! Our students 
are very actively learning new technologies as they 
become available, and are eager to take advantage of the 
wide variety or courses available to them. 

HMCA 
odel 

Above: The students of 
Humphrey's HMCA club 
were given the opportunity 
to travel to the beautiful 
city of Hong Kong to 
participate in the 
conference, which taught 
them many skills, 
especially those involved 
in public speaking and 
debate. 

To the left: Thousands of 
delegates served in the 
conference. They came 

from many different 
international schools from 

countries all across Asia to 
debate real world issues. 

Pictured here are the 
students from all of the 

DoDEA schools of South 
Korea. 

93 

On the left: HMCA's sponsor, 
Michelle Mundy, stands beside 
Nathan Gillespie, who brought 

home an award for his 
achievements at the conference. 

Harvard Model 
Congress is a 

government 
simulation 

conference run 
entirely by 

Harvard students 
who are passionate 
about international 

relations, 
government, and 

teaching. 

Since the first 
Harvard Model 
Congress Boston 
conference in 
1986. HMC has 
emerged as the 
leading 
international and 
government 
simulation 
program for high 
school students. 

On the right: Our HMCA 
team from Humphreys 

before a long day of debates 
on topics such as economics, 
national security, and public 

health. 



94 People 

Our 
Mission 

Educate, Engage, and Empower Each Student to succeed in a 
dynamic world. 

Our Vision: 
Life-long learners equipped with skills for success ina 

changing world. 

Purpose: 
Makeing a Difference one Student at a Time 

Academic Improvement Goal: 
AIM students will increase skills in analyzing complex texts as 

measured across the curriculum on local and system-wide 
assessments. 

Bret Berkhimer 
Beth Borelli 

Astrid Brueckner 
Maria Buchwald 

Carol Chipps 
Sun Choe 

Gregory Cyr 

Clotilde Eaker 
Steven Elliott 

Tamara Gaffney 
Haley Hartsough 

Naomi Hooks 
Vernie Jones 

Dj Lafon 

Sheryl Loken 
Ryan Lower 
Joi Mitchell 

Aaron Mundy 
Michelle Mundy 

Kathryn Oliver 
Antoinette Pitts 

Matthew Pollock 
Earl Price 

Dana Siira 
Tess Sterling 

Young Hee Yoo 

Teachers Not Pictured: 
Ms. Davis, Mr. Hwang, 
Mr. Loken, Mr. Oliver, 
Ms. Pelini, Ms. Smallwood, 
Ms. Smith. 

Thank You 
"A teacher plants the seeds of knowledge, sprinkles them 

with love, and patiently nurtures their growth to 
produce tomorrow's dreams." 

-Unknown 

"A m aste r can tell yo u ivhat he expects of you. 
A teacher, though, awakens your oivn expecta tions." 

-Patricia Neal 

"Gratitude is one of the least articula te of the emotions, 
especially when it is deep." 

-Felix Frankfurter 

"The mediocre teache r tells. The good teacher explains. 
The supe rior teacher demonstrates. The g reat tea che r 

inspires." 
-Dr. William A rthur Ward 
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Go confidently in 
the direction of your 

dreams. 
Live the life you've 

imagined. 
-Henry David Thoreau 

"We made it. Our hard work and effort is about to pay off. 
I hope all my fellow seniors go in the direction they 
choose and achieve all they desire." - Garrett Taylor 

(Senior Class President) 



Jordan Arrington 
"Love Everyone" 
Hometown: Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Accomplishments: Ceramics, CBI, Hospitality, Social-
skills and Life-skills 

Willard Bagg 
"There is nothing permanent except change"-
Heraclitus 
Hometown: Saint Paul, Minnesota 
Accomplishments: Football, Track and Field, JROTC, 
Student Council, Drill Team, Marksmanship, FE Drill 
Awards and Raiders 

Jonathan Brumfield 
"Your farts aren't the only thing silent and 
deadly." 
Hometown: Las Vegas, Nevada 
Accomplishments: Wrestling and Wrestling Far East 
Awards 

Miguel Castro 
"Don't strive to make your presence noticed, 
just live to make your absence felt" -Unknown 
Hometown: Land O Lakes, Florida 
Accomplishments: NIIS, Tri-M Music Honor Society, 
Student Council, Red Cross Youth Club, Keystone Club, 
HMCA Chairman, Junior Class President, Band 
President, Track and Field, and Cross Country 

Wyatt Collard 
"Light travels faster than sound. This is why some 
people appear brighter until you hear them speak 
-Albert Einstein 
Hometown: Celina, Ohio 
Accomplishments: Markmanship and Far East Awards, 
JROTC, Student Council, and Senior Class Treasurer 

Victoria De Boer 
"If you fall behind, run faster. Never give up, never 
surrender, and rise up against the odds." 
- Jesse Jackson 
Hometown: Daegu, South Korea 
Accomplishments: Student Council, Senior Class Secretary, 
FE Film Awards, NHS, Soccer, Gay Straight Alliance, Keystone, 
Red Cross and Pacific Teen Panel 

Aquais Douglas 
"If you are always trying to be normal, you will 
never know how amazing you can be." 
- Maya Angelou 
Hometown: Atlanta, Georgia 
Accomplishments: Gay Straight Alliance Treasurer and 
Secretary, and Choir 

Isabelle Ellsworth 

o 
"When the sun shines, you let it shine on you. Snow 
is always waiting." 
- Gayle Forman 
Hometown: Rigby, Idaho 
Accomplishments: Volleyball FE and KAIAC, Soccer and 
KAIAC, European Soccer, and FE Drama Award 



Tyra Harris 
"When life gives you lemons, make some 
lemonade and add suga." 
Hometown: Memphis, Tennessee 
Accomplishments: Track and Field, Volleyball 
Manager, Football Manager, Softball and Basketball, 

Ma'at Hetep 
"Can't you see what 1 could be, purple crown, a 
possibility." 
-The Get Down 
Hometown: Jacksonville, Florida 
Accomplishments: Volleyball, Keystone Club 
President, National BGCA Keystone Conference Awards, 
State Painting Competition Award, Tennis and Awards, 
and Track and Field 

John Hines III 
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"Cool A**" 
Hometown: Fayetteville, North Carolina 
Accomplishments: Student to Student President, Track, 
Football, and Basketball 

Cordarrian Holley 
"Even though time gets tough, just keep your head 
up and push harder." 
Hometown: Dumas, Arkansas 
Accomplishments: Track, Volleyball and KAIAC 
Volleyball 
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Brandon Howell 
"Alright." 
-Rafael Paulo Soriano 
Hometown: Panama City. Panama 
Accomplishments: Soccer, Drill, Wrestling, JROTC, and 
AVID 

Jaedyn Jones 
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"High school...thanks for the adventure, now I'll go 
have a new one." 
Hometown: Houston, Texas 
Accomplishments: Volleyball Captain, Basketball, Track, 
Published in the Sun 42 for art piece, Most Versatile on 
Volleyball Team Award, Coaches and All Tournament Player 
Basketball Awards, 3rd Place FE 100m hurdles, and High 
Jump and 100m hurdle Record Holder at Humphreys 

Charnise Key 
"I've learned that people will forget what you said, 
people will forget what you did, but people will never 
forget how you made them feel." 
- Maya Angelou 
Hometown: Okinawa, Japan 
Accomplishments: Track and Field, Football Statistician, 
Basketball Statistician, Swimming, FE Creative Expressions 
Film Awards, FE Journalism Award, Choir and FE Honors 
Music and Stars and Stripes Student Reporter 

Denisa Kim 

a? 
"No, not all the Kim's in the yearbook are related." 
Hometown: Mangalia, Romania 
Accomplishments: NHS President, Student to Student Vice 
President, Basketball, Track and Field, FE Creative 
Expressions Award, and Sophomore Class Vice President 



Kenneth Kim 

i 

"Life is like a box of chocolates, it doesn't last as 
long for fat people" 
- Joe Lycett 
Hometown: Houston, Texas 
Accomplishments: Football 

1) 

Yeorae Kim 
"A person who feels appreciated will always do more 
than what is expected." 
- Amy Rees Anderson 
Hometown: Pyeongtaek, South Korea 
Accomplishments: Softball and Far East Award, Tennis, 
Student to Student, Student Council Vice President, Junior 
Class Secretary, Keystone Club, Red Cross Youth Club and 
Student Advisory Committee 

Capri Leschber 
"Wear Sunscreen." 
- Baz Luhrmann 
Hometown: Garland, Texas 
Accomplishments: Student Council President, 
Sophomore Class President, Junior Class Vice President, 
NSLC, FE Drama Awards, FE Film and Creative Expressions 
Awards, Student Adivsory Committee, Keystone Club, Red 
Cross Youth Club, Student to Student, Softball, Cheer and 
Far East Award, Tennis and KAIAC Awards, and Swim and 
KAIAC Awards 

Blake Lindley 
"The more you're obsessed by something, the 
better chance you have of achieving it." 
- Frank Zane 
Hometown: Tacoma, Washington 
Accomplishments: Hockey, JROTC, Drill Team, Color 
Guard, and Sabre Guard 

# 1 

Braxton Long 
"Let your smile change the world but don't let the 
world change your smile." 
- Connor Franta 
Hometown: Augusta, Georgia 
Accomplishments: Football, Basketball, Baseball and Far East 
Awards, JROTC, and Band 

Isabella Nocera 
"If you can't love yourself, how in the h*ll you gon' 
love somebody else?" 
- Rupaul 
Hometown: Watertown, New York 
Accomplishments: Keystone Club, Red Cross Youth 
Club, Sophomore Class Treasurer, Junior Class Treasurer, 
NHS Secretary, IIMCA, and Soccer and KAIAC Awards 

Brandon Patterson 

"https://youtu.be/ioJChJnABkc" 
Hometown: Texarkana, Texas 
Accomplishments: Jazz Band and Jazz 
Far East 

Destiny Peralta 
"I never got my box of chocolates from Orlando" 
Hometown: 
Accomplishmen ts: Cheerleading 
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Matthew Preik 

"Hard work, a good attitude, and lots of 
laughs." 
Hometown: 
Accomplishments: JROCT 

Tiaon Rucker 

"LEEDLE LEEDLE LEEDLE! 
CHOCOLATE!!!" 
Hometown: Bradley, Tennessee 
Accomplishments: Far East Creative 
Expressions, Jazz Band, Band and EE Honors 
Band 

Trey Schreurs 
"SUNSHINE in the morning, 
LOLLIPOPS, at school, 
AND RAINBOWS, after a sunny rain." 
Hometown: West Jordan, Utah 
Accomplishments: Student Council, Baseball and Far East 
Awards, Football and Far East Awards, Senior Class Vice 
President, JROTC, Jazz Band, and Band 

Justin Shin 
"Fell asleep in science, I love mathematics" 
- 21 Savage 
Hometown: Toronto, Canada 
Accomplishments: Tennis, JROTC, Latin Club, NIIS, Science 
Olympiad, and Piano 

Mykelle Seymour 
"The world is a book and those who don't travel 
read only one page" 
- Saint Augustine 
Hometown: Augusta, Georgia 
Accomplishments: Soccer, Baskeetball, FE Culinary, 
Varsity Dance, Red Cross, and Football Manager 

Dai'Jonnai Smith 

J' » 

"I love having a big...personality. It takes the 
attention away from my big forehead." 
Hometown: Montgomery, Alabama 
Accomplishments: Volleyball, Basketball, Basketball 
Manager, Soccer, FE Drama, JROTC, FE Honors Band and 
Jazz Band 

Joshua Solmonson 
"Everybody wanna be a body builder but 
ain't nobody wanna lift heavy weight" 
Hometown: Buttler, Pennsylvania 
Accomplishments: weight loss 

Rafael Paulo Soriano 
"When you feel like quiting think about why you 
started." 
Hometown: Los Angeles, California 
Accomplishments: National Society of High School 
Scholars, Basketball and Far East Awards, Volleyball, and 
Soccer 
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Garrett Taylor 
"Never look back darling, it distracts from the now" 
- Edna Mode, The Incredibles 
Hometown: Glarksville, Tennessee 
Accomplishments: Senior Class President, Volleyball and 
Far East Awards, Basketball, Track and Field, Speech and 
Debate Team, FE Drama, FE Journalism, FE Film and Creative 
Expressions, NIIS, and Student Council 

Moritz Vasquez 
"Woooooow" 
Hometown: San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Accomplishments: Soccer Team Manager 

Timothy Ward 
"You're laughing because I'm laughing, but I'm 
laughing because I farted." 
- Tyler Bentley 
Hometown: Kileen, Texas 
Accomplishments: NIIS, Volleyball and Far East Awards, 
Track and Far East Awards, and Avid Tutor 

Orlando Wdave 
"I had a box of chocolates but Kenneth ate them." 
Hometown: 
Accomplishments: 

Emily Yang 
"The end is just a new beginning." 
-J. Stanford (aka 4+ more years of school!! :)) 
Hometown: Daegu, Korea 
Accomplishments: Keystone Club, Red Cross Youth Club, NIIS 
President, Student Council, Sophomore Class Secretary, Tennis 
and KAIAC Awards, S2S, and Linguafest Awards 

Celebrating Humphreys Four Year 
Blackhawks 

The Seniors That Have Been Here From 
Beginning to End 

From Left to Right 
Top: Tyra Harris. Timothy Ward, Capri Leschber. Matthew Prick, and Dai'Jonnai Smith 

Bottom: Miguel Castro, Emily Yang, Isabella Nocera, 
Yeorae Kim, and Braxton Long 

ddOhese Q&eniors have attended QdCumphreys Qdtligh 
Qdtchoolsince the opening cj the school in 2012. cHow, they 
are graduating and you will all get to witness this important 

moment in the school 's history. Tdhese are the students that have 
made the traditions. rCheir legacy mil live on through the 

school for the rest of its time 107 



Blackhawks Soar 
Above The Rest 

To The Class of 2017: 

W h e n  y o u i  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  c h a n g e s ,  e v e r y t h i n g  w i l l  b e g i n  t o  m o v e  i n  t h e  
direct ion you desire. The moment you resolve to be victorious every nerve 

and fiber in your being will immediately orient itself toward your success". 
Vanshaj's 

To the phenomenal class of 2017 I am so proud to have been a special part of 
your transition from high school to the next journey of adulthood. I know 

that what lies ahead may be scary hut the unknown always is, just remember, 
to let your faith be stronger than your struggles. Stay focus, on task and 

df t( rmin< d to obtain the desires of your heart for they are well deserved. 
I wish you nothing but the very best until we meet again. 

Dr. Joi Mitchell 

What Is a Memory you will always have from High 
School? 

"Travelling for Far East 
competition. It was SO 
much fun, and I learned 

a lot...a lot about 
myself, too." 

"Football. 
It's the greatest game 

ever invented. I hope I 
never stop playing." 

"Stress!! LOL. Trying to 
figure everything out. How to 

pass classes and still have 
time to do everything 

else...AND figure out where I 
want to go to college. 

What Is Advice you Would Give to the Future Classes? 

Try lots of different clubs 
and activities. Even if you 
wind up not sticking with it 

all four years, it's a great way 
to meet people you might not 
have, and it can also give you 

a chance to discover 
something new that you 

didn't even know you liked. 

"Never give up on your 
dreams. Hard times will 

come after you. but don't let 
them hold you back. You are 
stronger then you think you 

are." 

"Always make time to have 
fun. It's easier when 

you plan ahead." 
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1 • Wyatt Collard 2. Aquais Douglas 3. Brandon Patterson-!. Yeorae Kim 5. Justin Shin (i. Willard Bagg 7. John Hines 8. Jordan Arrington 
». Tyra HarrislO. Jaedyn Jones 11. Joshua Solmonson 12. Ma'at Hetep 13. Da'Jonnai Smith 14. Blake Lindley 15. Braxton Long . 
Garrett Taylor 17. Rafael Paulo Soriano 18. Isabella Noeerali). Destiny Peralta 20. Timothy Ward 21. Emily Yang 22. Victoria Ie 
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(Senior Baby Pictures Missing: Moritz Vasquez, Kenneth Kim. Tiaon Rucker. Brandon Howell, Matthew Preik and Jonathan Bi Id) 
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You're off to great 
places, 

Today is your day! 
Your mountain is 

waiting, 
So... get on your 

way! 

•MWKTION 
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"Smile 
through 

the stress." 

•Junior 117 

Junior year is just 
the prelims for our 
senior year. In a 
flash it's already 
time to take the SAT, finish a paper, 
and still make tons of memories. No 
matter the situation, somehow we've 
all made it to the end. 

Megan Mustek 

Armoney Johnson 
Christian Johnson 
Kamryne Kendrick 
Angela Kim 
Ji Kim 
Rebecca Magahan 
Christopher Mancillas 

Imani McDonald 
Patricia Mercado 
Megan Musick 
Gabriel Nolan 
Aleah Paja 
Interia Price 
Jeremy Roberts 

Mauro Rondon 
Aaron Seabert 
Kelton Shriver 
Megan Simpson 
Phillip Song 
Ethan Torrey 
Fatima Wdave 

Matthew Whiting 
Owen Williams 
Sydney Wilson 

Dashun Cline 
Justice Cody 

D'avia Contreras 
Lorenzo Cordero 

Miguel Corona 
Carlos Criss 

Hannah Diffie 

Ryan-Simone Duncan 
Reina Edson 

Jimmy Funez-Ramos 
Nathan Gillespie 

Josephine Goering 
Taesha Goode 

Gianna Gray 

Diamond Green 
Devann Harrell 

Teige Heckenlaible 
Nathaniel Hellams 

Ra Hetep 
Jason Holcombe 
Kyong-Jun Johns 

Tyrell Alexander 
Amina Armstrong 

Maria R. Asunto 
Brice Bulotovich 
Joon Hee Byun 
Kaeleen Castro 
Marcus Childs 

Just Keep Swimming 
We're almost to the last stretch. When we 

return to school in the fall we'll have four 

quarters of high school left. Its crazy but it's our 

reality. Take the time to cherish all the laughs, 

tears, and smiles that you share with your 

friends and family. Remember your first 

thoughts on junior year? There's a 90% that all 

you believed about this year is in no way what 

actually happened. 
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We've finally left the 
bottom of the foodchain. 
High school is a familiar 
place, friendships have 
been created and high 
school isn't as scary as 

before. Classes are 
becoming more 

challenging, and we're 
starting to realize things. 
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Cullen Areniego 
Jayton Arrington 

Nathan Bae 
Dylan Banks 

Giovanni Bass 
Egypt Bourne 

Miles Brice 

Gerald Canlas 
Frances Caroline Castro 

Noble Charo 
Myah Childs 

Abigail Chipps 
Tylar Cochran 

Cleopatra Cody 

Belle Coronado 
Jacob Corsaro 

Collin Crowson 
Ladaisha Cruz 
Ruben Del Rio 

Zoyaanastasia Duchene 
Liam Eckles 

Joseph Ellsworth 
Aegean Dutches Fontilla 

Christian Franco 
Ethan Gil 

Marco Gollarza 
Halie Harris 

Naomi Harris 

Naya Hawthorne 
Christopher Higham 

Jalen Hill 
Andrew Holland 
Shaquille Holley 

Jayla Home 
Jaylan Home 

Chris Kim 
Niota Kobialka 

Madison Landrum 
Skylee Laser 

Liam Lopez 
Dezire Maldonado 
Chester Mercado 

Maria Miller 
Javin Ohara 

Joseph Roberson 
Shania Rumph 

Christian Saavedra 
Cassandra Serrato 

Rowe Terre Antoi Tampus 

Sophomores 123 

Beautiful South Korea in summer time. 

Madison White 
Sarah Young 

Poinciana Zhang 

Jackson Taylor 
Alexis Thomas 

Timiri Toney 
Alexa Vegvari 

Hail Victoriano 
Joshua Weaver 
Madison White 

"People often say that 
this or that person has 
not yet found himself. 

But the self is not 
something one finds, 

it is something 
one creates." 

-Thomas Szasz 

Class of 
2019 
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OWost likelp fall 

Christian Saavedra 
& 

Belle Coronado 

to 
the (E>fampics 

Cleopatra Cody 
& 

Jackson Taylor 
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"Who in the 
world am I? 
Ah, that's the 
great puzzle!" 

-Alice in 
Wonderland 



Our first year of high 
school is coming to an 

end. We have learned a lot, 
made new friends, and 
changed for the better. 

It's been a good beginning. 

128 People Freshmen 129 

Tamia Clarke 
Pauline Coronel 
Emma Crowson 

Miaconstance Duchene 
Jochim Edago 

Kaelin Elliott 
Julianna Galloway 

Rebekah Gibson 
Sh'voda Gregory 
Mia Heckenlaible 

Alexander Hernandez 
Carissa Hernandez 
Robert Hernandez 
Jazmine Hokama 

Kevin Hottle 
Jonathan Houghton-

Wozny 
Jacob Johnson 

Nahshon Johnson 
David Key 

Joseph Kim 
Kwanwoo Kim 

Alyssa Peralta 
Miles Phillips 
Suvanna Ponjun 
Kiyah Reynolds 
Chris Rios Rivera 
Ian Roberson 
Julius Roberts 

Mia Rondon 
Alexandra Serrato 
Ethan Simpson 
Astasia Stedman 
Jarred Stewart 
Peter Teachout 
Jake Torrey 

Juan Vasquez 
Jonathan Vernau 
Emily Wall 
Michael Washington 
Ryan Waters 
Trinity Watson 
Nicolas White 

Kristof Wright 
Darrel Young 
Christine Yu 

of 

with CLASS 

Getting It Right... 
"When I was 5 years old, my mother always told me that 

happiness was the key to life. When I went to school, 
they asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up. 

I wrote down 'happy.' 
They told me I didn't understand the assignment, and I 

told them they didn't understand life." 

-John Lennon 

April Alfaro 
Aubrie Brescher 

Evan Brewster 
Dylan Brumfield 

Kayla Buenaventura 
Thomas Catalano 

Dillon James Chargualaf 

Rachel Kim 
John Ku 
Honestee Maldonado 
Andrew Mancillas 
Brianna Murray 
Hayden Orr 
William Pangelinan 



130 Gratitude 

A letter of thanks... 
Dear Parents, Educators, and Mentors : 

Senior year is seen by so many as some of the best times of a high 
schooler's life, but while this may be true, senior year also holds some of 
the most stressful and difficult decisions we as students have to face. 
Whether it be last minute college applications to complete or scholarship 
essays we haven't even begun to conceptualize. However, every step along 
the way there has been some of the most important and dedicated people 
on the planet, our parents, teachers and mentors. Our parents have stood 
by us throughout our entire lives, guiding and supporting us through the 
good and the bad. They motivated us to cross bridges we never thought 
possible to cross. Our parents have helped with our homework, 
discouraged our procrastination, and push us to be the best we can be. Our 
teachers, school faculty, and mentors have been there to offer their 
expertise and advice on our decisions, further prompting us on our path to 
success. They stretched our minds with concepts we never imagined but 
eventually came to understand and appreciate. Our teachers have devoted 
their time, resources, and energy to ensure that we are prepared for 
college, the military and to be career ready. 

Humphreys High School's Class of 2017 would like to thank our parents, 
educators and mentors, for the consistent effort and sacrifices they 
unselfishly endured to ensure that we are successful both personally and 
academically. We thank you for always pushing us to be our best, and to 
excel beyond our original goals to reach a destination we only dreamed of. 
Without all of you we would not be where we are today. As graduation 
grows near and we undertake a whole new world of responsibility, we will 
always look back and know it is because of your love, support and 
commitment that we are ready to embrace and explore the many endeavors 
that awaits us on our next journey. 

Sincerely, 

Humphreys High School's Class of 2017 
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Gratitude makes sense of our past, brings peace for today, and creates a vision for tomorrow. 
-Melody Beattie 

There are several other organizations and individuals we must thank for this successful 
year. 

First, we must thank the PTSO. Without the tireless efforts of this group, for example, 
we would not have the financial means to purchase the initial printing of the this book. 
So thank you, all you members of the PSTO for all you do. We would like to 
specifically thank Amy Gillespie and Katie Leschber. Without the countless hours these 
ladies have put into cooking and staffing the concession stands, in addition to their 
regular duties as President and Secretary of the PTSO, there would have been virtually 
no discretionary funds raised this past year. Not to mention all the comfort and 
refreshment brought to visiting and home team players when they can run to the 
concession stand for something hot or cold to eat and drink. Thank you, Ladies. You 
have been quiet, steady champions. We can never thank you enough. 

Next, we must thank our sports coaches. It takes a special person to dedicate time and 
energy after a long day at work and on weekends to coaching team sports. Thank you 
for all your wisdom, guidance, and training. 

Football - Steven Elliott/Ron Merriwether 
Volleyball girls - Cheryl Curry 
Volleyball boys - Jude Johnson 
Cross Country - Aaron Mundy 

Tennis - Sun Choe/Matthew Pollock 
Cheer - Kerry Patterson/Clara Davis 

Swim - Kay Oliver 
Basketball girls - Laura Corder 

Basketball boys - Ron Merriwether 
Wrestling - Naomi Hooks 

Soccer girls - Joshua Henry 
Soccer boys - Vernie Jones 

Track and Field - Ron Merriwether 
Baseball - Willard Clites 

Softball - Haley Hartsough 

Additionally, we must thank the United Spouse's Club for their help with donations and 
decorating our end of year activites for Seniors. We couldn t ha ve done it without you. 
There are many others to thank, too many to name, really. If we missed anyone, please 
know that we are grateful for every bit of help we have recieved this year. 

Sincerely, Yearbook Staff and Student Body, 
Humphreys High School 

2017 



And we have 
a new 
kitchen, 

where we 
"bake delicious 
goods as in 
biscuits and 
brownies! 

CULINARY ANTS, YOU W ANT IT, WE GOT IT! 

Culinary 1 
started this 

year at 
Humphreys 
High School. 
There were 
45 students 
who were 
enrolled to 
be part of 

the inaugural 
year of the 
Culinary 

Arts 
Program. 
There is 
more to 

come next 
year! 

But wait, 
there is more 

to come! 
Culinary 2 
starts next 
year filled 
with more 
cuisines, 

more cooking 
and more 
tasting! . 

One day we had put too much sugar 
into the pancake batter, and like always 
Ms. Hooks said Oh well, it will be ok. 
D'Avia Contreras 

We have a 
new dining 
room, where 
we host* Cafes 
like t*he Bubble 
Tea Cafe wit*h 

Fries! 

132 
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We cooked greens, beans, chicken, crepes, 
cannoli, YOU NAME IT! This year we focused on 
exploring our cooking methods that can lead us 
to cook up any challenge that awaits us in 
the kitchen. 

The Southern Dinner featured 
below was inspired by Black, 
History Monhh. Fried chicken, 
Cornbread, Mac & Cheese and 
more! 

how to 
cook, a 
crepe 

Breakfast* should always 
start with crepes, especially 
ones covered in bacon! 

l cannoli, z 
cannoli, 3, can't 
get enough of 
those sweets! 133 



ESHMAN 
73est <i«e* 

Kylie Jackson 
& 

Jonathon Houghton-Wozny 

^^ziend&Lest 
Honestee Maldonado 

8c 
Peter Teachout 
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fDzesidan t 
Kayla BuenaBentura 

8c 
John Ku 

fDzcczastina turn 
Rebekah Gibson 

8c 
Jacob Johnson 
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Things We'll Miss About Korea Our Friends 
Unless you try to do something beyond what you have already mastered, you will never grow 

Ronald E. Osborn 

A message from the Yearbook Instructor: 

I must say that completing this yearbook has resulted in 
tremendous growth for me. I would like to send a special thanks 
to Charnise Key our consulting yearbook manager tor her 
outstanding expertise and commitment in helping to design the 
yearbook. The energy and dedication that you put into this 
project is truly appreciated. I wish you much success as you 
enter your first year at North Carolina A&T. 

I would also like to send many thanks to our students who put 
in endless volunteer hours to ensure that this project was 
completed Denisa, Andrew, Garrett, Sydney, Jacob, Hannah, 
Trinity, Lorenzo, Kelton and David. Thank you to the yearbook 
class for being patient and learning as we go through this 
process. 

"Finally I would like to thank Mrs. Haley Hartsough and Mrs. 
Heather Phillips for your dedication and unselfish commitment 
to seeing this project through. I can never repay you for the 
many afterhours you put in, but please know that your work and 
guidance is cherished and always appreciated. 

Wishing you all the best in your future endeavors, 

Dr. Joi Mitchell 



Autographs 
Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart. 

-Kongzi 

Autographs 
What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us. 

-Henry Stanley Haskins 



Autographs 
Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are 

never, ever the same. -Flavia Weedn 
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Autographs 
I will not follow where the path may lead, but I will g o where there is no path, and I will le ave a trail. 

-Muriel Strode 
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D.J., 
Thank you for all your help through 
your years at HHS. I will miss you 

more than you know. I wish you the 
best of everything in the next phase of 

your life 's journey. 
Love, 

YourSPU. 

Dearest Trey, 
From the moment Mom said we were 

having a baby sister, I knew our 
lives would be so different. When it 
turned out you were a brother, we 
ended up experiencing much more 

joy. This was partially because I 
could still dress you up for tea 

parties and you'd be my favorite 
guest! No matter what, you can 

always turn a switch in your own 
heart and find the sweetest way to 
make others smile. Empathy will 
take you many places in this life, 

and you have an extraordinary way 
of connecting with people. Take this 
sweetness with you, wherever you 
go, and find that you'll attract the 

most genuine friends and 
connections the world has to offer. 

You 
are at that time now where you will 
start to experience the wonders of 

new life, you're own life. Keep a 
piece of yourself always grounded in 

your family, but go out and be the 
young man your future self will be 

proud of. Don't regret a single thing, 
make mistakes, learn about your 

true happiness, and don't forget to 
call once in awhile. Cheers to your 
many accomplishments little bro. I 

love you bunches! 
Viel Gliick and Liebe, 

Ki 

Dear Trey, 
Congratulations on your high school graduation. 

Being your parents has meant, and will continue to 
mean, the world to us. Trey you have so many 

uniquely wonderful gifts that will take you far in 
life. You share many fine traits as well: You are 
sensitive, loving, intelligent, responsible, and 

passionate about succeeding in your chosen paths 
of study. In short, you rock! 

We both have enjoyed tremendously all of your 
sports seasons—baseball, soccer, and football-

over the years. Both as a parent and sometimes as 
an assistant coach, the satisfaction we felt 

watching you grow on the field is something we 
will treasure forever. 

First of all, find good friends. The kind of friends 
who enjoy life, who are active, and who are mature 

enough to realize that studying hard and doing 
well in college are important. Get yourself into a 
routine so you can make the most of your time. 
Take advantage of your college. Learn to look at 
things positively and to have unshakable faith in 
yourself. Learn how to heal your hurts, to learn 
from your mistakes, and to intuitively trust that 

every one of life's seeming problems has a 
solution. 

Always remember that you have parents who love 
you deeply, no matter what. If you make a mistake, 

if a situation seems hopeless or an obstacle 
insurmountable, or if you just feel certain that we 
wouldn't understand, know that we are ready to 

listen, to love, to help, and not to judge. 
Trey you are no longer that toddler we used to 

carry to bed at night You are no longer that little 
athlete we got to coach on the field, help with 

homework, but you will always be or son, and we 
will always be proud of you. 

We love you, 
Mom and dad 

Trey, just the other day I 
could have sworn we 

were playing football by 
the pond on a cool fall 
day or you dropping 
mountains of puke at 
Edelweiss... (Dad sure 

remembers that one) The 
point I'm making here is 
that the small moments 
in life pass by us faster 
than we'd like them to, 

and we focus so much on 
the next big steps in our 
lives. My advice to you is 
focus on the small things 
around you and cherish 
them. It's the small things 
that get us through tough 

times and those 
unexpected happenings. 
Tou are about to graduate 
high school and move on 

to the next chapter in 
your life, facing obstacles 
that will challenge you 
and put your life to the 

test Just remember what 
your family and all your 
experiences have taught 
you and you'll become 

the man you desire to be. 
Do not go gentle into that 

good night! 
Love you Nerd! 

Alec 



REPUBLIC 

Our special gift....May blessings continuously to be bestowed upon you 
throughout your journey!!! 

With much love, 
Mummy 

To my daughter, Mykelle, who is my pride and joy! I am so proud to be your 
Dad. You have matured into such a lovely young woman and it's amazing to 

watch. Myke, you are capable of greatness!!! I will always be here cheering you 
on from the sidelines. Good luck on your journey forward. 

One Love, 
Daddy 
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DAT BOII BRAX!!! 
Even when people around you don't believe; 
never give up-don't quit!!! Keep going higher 
and higher. S et goals and stay focused. 
Remember to whom you belong and don't be 
afraid to let them know!!!! Endure till the 
end. r-r~-
Rraxton D. Long -a.k.a.—"Shortcut." f-
Love Always, /'$ \ 
Mom, Dad, Rrandon and Urandma 

Congratulations Garrett! We all 
love you so much and are so 

proud of you! Always Remember. 
i 

Who You Are! Love, Dad, Mom, 
Will, Rals, William, Lydia, JBrian, 

Caity, Sadie, Paisley, Patrick, 
Kellee, Nash, Crew, Cassidy, and 

Jackson 



ISABELLA, 
Mi muchachita Chiquita, We love you 
so much and we are proud of all your 
accomplishments. Seems like it was 
yesterday when we saw a baby with 
perfect hair (yes, lots of shiny dark 
hair that looked like it was combed 
right before you came out, crazy!). 
As time passes we have seen you 
transform into a smart, responsible, 
proper, funny, and gorgeous woman. 
You are everything a parent wants on 
a child. We wish you success, love, 
peace, health, but more than 
anything, we wish you happiness. 
Love, hugs and lots of kisses. Te 
amamos con todo nuestro Corazon. 
Papi & Mama 

\Longta tuba tions 

ate so 

ptoud of the 
I ' /petson ifou oe 

become... s tzong, 

kind, eating, 

tlieuglit^ull, and 

optimistic. 

lemem 

mole 



As the2016-2017 
yearbook comes to a close, 

we would like to leave our 
readers with these parting 
words: G6ehope that 

these pages have made pou 
pause and remember all 
the good times, laughter 
and memories thatpou'll 

cherishforever. 

- QdCumphreps 

HOME OF LlD" 

!  CHICAGO C UBS; 
WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONS 

®TOYOTA 

COMFI* 



BEST IN BRAZIL 
Team USA tops the world medal tally in the 2016 Rio Olympics and 

with a total of 121 medals, beating its previous record of 110. 

RUSSIA GERMANY CHINA GREAT 
BRITAIN 

MIGHTY MEDALIST 
By winning two gold medals and one silver in Rio, 
sprinter Allyson Felix brings her Olympic medal total 
to nine, making her the most decorated woman in 
the history of U.S. track and field. 

OUT OF THE POOL 
Swimmer Michael Phelps, the most decorated Olympic athlete 
in history, confirms his plans to retire from competitive swimming 
after the Summer Games in Rio. 

A BIG SPLASH 
U.S. swimmer, Katie Ledecky, 
claims four gold medals and 
one silver in Rio, where she 
breaks her own world record 
for the 800-meter freestyle. 

SIMONE & S IMONE 
Team USA gymnast Simone Biles brings home four gold medals 
and a silver from Rio. Swimmer Simone Manuel sets a record in 
the women's 100-meter freestyle and is the first African-American 
woman to win gold in an individual swimming event. 

ON THE RUN 
Jamaican sprinter, Usain Bolt, brings home three 
gold medals from Rio and hints at retirement. 



CLEVELAND CLAIMS NBA TITLE 
LeBron James and the Cavaliers beat the Golden 
State Warriors 93-89 in Game 7 and give their city 
its first major sports championship since 1964. 

PENGUINS PEAK 
The Pittsburgh Penguins skate to their fourth Stanley Cup championship in 
a 4-2 series, defeating the San Jose Sharks 3-1 in Game 6 at SAP Center. 

BRADY WORKS OVERTIME 
Quarterback Tom Brady celebrates his fifth Super Bowl win as he leads the New England Patriots 
to a 34-28 victory over the Atlanta Falcons in the first-ever Super Bowl to go into overtime. 

2016 Gold Glove Award Winners 
Eighteen Major League Baseball players, 
including two from the World Series 
champion Cubs, receive Rawlings Gold 
Glove awards from The Society for 
American Baseball Research. 

CLEMSON NABS NCAA 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
The Tigers push back Alabama's 
Crimson Tide 35-31, thanks to a 
last-second touchdown by Clemson 
wide receiver Hunter Renfrow. 

Jenu: 

POSITION AL WINNER 
Dallas Keuchel 

Salvador Perez 

Mitch Moreland 

Ian Kinsler 

Adrian Beltre 

Francisco Lindor 

Brett Gardner 

Kevin Kiermaier 

Mookie Betts 

TEAM 
HOU 

KCR 

TEX 

DET 

TEX 

CLE 

NYY 

TBR 

BOS 

POSITION NL WINNER 
Zack Greinke 

Buster Posey 

Anthony Rizzo 

Joe Panik 

Nolan Arenado 

Brandon Crawford 

Starling Marte 

Ender Inciarte 

Jason Heyward 

TEAM 
ARI 

SFG 

CHC 

SFG 

COL 

SFG 

PIT 

ATL 

CHC 



TRUMP TRIUMPH 
Republican nominee Donald Trump, a businessman and reality TV 
star, defeats Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton, in a hard-fought 
election, to become the 45th President of the United States. 

UK DECIDES TO BREXIT 
Great Britain's voters choose to lea: 
growing concerns about immigratior 

ZIKA MOSQUITOES 
SPREAD FEAR 
Cases of Zika, a mosquito-borne 
virus that causes serious birth 
defects, are reported in Florida 
and Texas. 

PEARL HARBOR 
The nation observes the 75th anniversary of Japan's 
surprise attack on the American naval base in Hawaii. 

MATTHEW MAYHEM 
Matthew, a Category 5 Atlantic hurricane, leaves 
a wake of damage and destruction stretching 
from the Caribbean to the coasts of Florida, 
Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina. 

9/11 ANNIVERSARY 
The country observes the 
15th anniversary of the 
September 11 terrorist 
attacks. President Obama 
honors the victims and 
their families in a speech 
at a memorial service at 
the Pentagon. 

SPELL "COINCIDENCE" 
For the third straight year, the Scripps National Spelling Bee declares two 
winners. Eleven-year-old Nihar Janga of Austin, Texas and 13-year-old 
Jairam Hathwar of Corning, New York are co-champions. 

| TRAVEL TO CUBA 
American Airlines Flight 17 from Miami is 

1 the first regularly scheduled commercial 
0 flight from the U.S. to Havana since 1961. 

E AUTOF 
iesla adds si 
lowever drivi 

AIR AMAZON 
An Amazon customer in London is the recipient of the 
e-commerce company's first home delivery by drone. 

nality to thou: 
iletely hands-

iamazoi 
| Prtrnt Ajk 



Vn unforgettable Journey 
• probably won't remember. 

PIXA R 

BEN IDRIS LUriTA SCARLETT GIANCARIO CHRISTOI'HEIvr^Nfflr 
MURRAY KINGSLEY ELBA RYONG'O JOHANSSON ESPOSITO WALKED"SETHI 

IMAGINATION RULES 
Animation and superheroes dominated 
the top movies of 2016. Together, these 
movies grossed over $3 billion worldwide. 

SUMMER 2016 

DOCTOR 
STRAMGE 

NOVEMBER 4 
IN 3D. RSAL D 3D ANO IMAX 3D 

AND W 11 ERA 
• FIND THEM 

EXPERIENCE ITIN IIVIAX 

I R O G U  E  O N E  
A .STAR. WARS' STORY. 



50™ ANNUAL CMA 

QUEEN BEY REIGNS SUPREME 
With her record-breaking nine nominations, 
Beyonce leads the Grammy pack, followed 
by Drake, Kanye and Rihanna, with eight 
a piece. 

4.7 BILLION STREAMERS AND COUNTING 
With the most streamed single, "One Dance," and the most streamed 
album, "Views," Drake is the most streamed artist of the year according 
to Apple Music and Spotify. 

V. V II WW ^ •«. 

TAYLOR TAKES THE LEAD 
Forbes crunches the numbers and finds that Taylor Swift is the world's 
highest-paid musician, ahead of One Direction in second place and 

Adele in third. 



JUDGES CROWN A COUNTRY VOICE 
Soulful country singer Sundance Head, from Porter, Texas 
is named the winner in Ihe Season 11 finale of The Voice. 

TEN YEARS OF TIMBERLAKE 
TEEN CHOICE celebrates Justin 
Timberlake with its first-ever Decade 
Award to mark his 10-year-career as a 
TEEN CHOICE icon. 

THE OSCAR GOES TO LEO 
After five previous nominations, Leonardo DiCaprio finally clinches an 
Academy Award. He is named Best Actor for his role in The Revenant. 

/W 

HOWL AT THE MOON 
In the sixth and final season of MTV's popular 
supernatural drama, Teen Wolf, the characters 
confront ghostly adversaries during their last 
semester of high school. 

IORIAM 



POKEMON PHENOMENON 
Pokemon Go is a bestselling game; 
millions of players hunt and capture its 
digital creatures, resulting in a dramatic 
increase in visits to parks across the nation. 

POTTER RULES 
A special rehearsal script 
for Harry Potter and the 
Cursed Child, the eighth 
story in J.K. Rowling's 
popular series, tops the 
Amazon bestseller list. 

SATEUIT 

STRIKE A POSE 
#MannequinChallenge goes viral as sports 
teams, athletes, politicians and celebrities 
film themselves posing as living statues. 

PEOPLE'S PEOPLE'S 
CHGICE CHOICE 
AWA /#*\RDS 



BEST YOUNG ADULT BOOKS IN 2016 
Avid readers find well-written tales in every genre: 
historical fiction, magical fantasy, star-crossed love 
and modern kids with age-old problems. 

• And I Darken - Kiersten White 
• The Lie Tree - Frances Hardinge 
• The Serpent King- Jeff Zentner 
• The Girl from Everywhere - Heidi Heilig 
• The Raven King - Maggie Stiefvater 

Things your parents did but 
you may never do: 

• Miss your favorite TV show or sit through all of the commercials 

• Roll down the car window manually 

• Use a printed paper map on a road trip 

• Rent a movie that the person before you did not rewind 

• Use a printed encyclopedia to do homework 

• Look for a phone number in a book 

• Develop a roll of film to see pictures taken 

• Hear a typewriter 

•Use 1-800-COLLECT 
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